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Quick Ship Standard Vanities

The item numbers on the following pages are provided for easy reference.

They will allow you to provide instant estimates to your customers &

they provide a simplified way to order many cabinets.

Since these cabinets are more standardized than most of our custom vanities,

they can be delivered more quickly than our normal 3-4 week lead time.

Builders Series
Vanities without modifications can be delivered in 1-2 weeks.

These cabinets come standard with Polished Brass knobs.

Specifiy the item # & finish/material when ordering.

Example: B3-3621-0-LO

(Camden door, 36” X 21”, no drawers, light oak)

Adult height & drawers left are the only options available on these cabinets.

Add (-AH) to the end of the item # to increase the cabinet to adult height.

Add (-LF) to the end of the item # if the drawers are to be moved

from the right side to the left side of the cabinet.

Premium Series
Vanities without modifications can be delivered in 2-3 weeks.

Specify the item #, door style, material, & finish when ordering.

Example: P1-4218-2, Carmel, cherry, natural

(Carmel door, 42” X 18”, 2 drawers right, cherry wood, natural finish)

Add (-AH) to the end of the item # to increase the cabinet to adult height.

Add (-GF) to the end of the item # to Add glazing to the cabinet finish.

Add (-LF) to the end of the item # if the drawers are to be moved

from the right side to the left side of the cabinet.

Cabinets with Glazed finishes will typically increase lead time by one week.

Any additional accessories (tilt apron, roll-out, hamper, etc.) must be specified.

Custom Size Vanities up to 72” with the same configuration as these standard

cabinets may be priced using the next larger size.  For example, use the 42”

cabinet price for a 39” cabinet, use the 60” cabinet price for a 57-1/2” cabinet, etc.

An extra discount is available on multiple piece stock orders.
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